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1. All groups in this paper are abelian, with addition the group operation. 
A homogeneous group is a group all of whose elements are of the same type (see 
[1, p. 147] for a definition of type). We define the type of a homogeneous group to 
be the type of any of its non-zero elements. For G a group, and g£G, the type of 
g will be denoted by T(g), and if G is homogeneous, the type of G will be denoted 
by 7 (G). 
SZELE [3] defined the nilstufe of a group G to be n, n a positive integer, if there 
exists an associative ring R with additive group G such that but for every 
associative ring R with additive group G holds 0. If no such positive integer 
n exists, we will say that G has nilstufe- By considering not necessarily associative 
rings with additive group G, we may similarly define the strong nilstufe of G. The 
nilstufe of G will be denoted by v(G) and the strong nilstufe by N(G). A multi-
plication on a group G is meant to be the multiplication of a ring R with additive 
group G. 
REDEI and SZELE [2] have shown that if G is a rank one, torsion-free group, 
and if the components of T(G) are not all 0 and then v(G) = l. We will show 
more generally (corollary to theorem 1) that if G is a homogeneous group, and if 
the components of T(G) are not all 0 and then N(G) — 1. Under certain restrict 
tions, the nilstufe of a direct sum of homogeneous groups will be computed. 
2. L e m m a . Let G, H, and K be homogeneous groups. If T(K)^T(G) + T(H) 
then Hom(G®i7, K)=0. 
P r o o f . Let O^geG, O^h^H, and let <p£Hom (G®H, K). If <p(£<g)/0^0, 
then T(K) = T[(p(g®h)]^T(g®h)szT(g) + T(h) = T(G) + T(H), a contradiction. 
Therefore <p=0, and Horn (G®H, K)—0. 
n 
T h e o r e m I. Let {G^idl} be a set of homogeneous groups and let G = 2 If 
iii 
for all i, J, kel, T(Gk)^T(Gt) + T(Gj), then N(G) = 1. 
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P r o o f . Let Mult G be the group of multiplications on G. Then, by the lemma, 
MultG Hom(G<g)G, G) = Hom( 2 ®Gí®Gj, 2®Gk) g 
•J€l kil 
•Q 2 © Horn (Gj ig> Gj, Gk) = 0. 
i,j,kil 
C o r o l l a r y . Let G be a homogeneous group. If the components of T(G) are not 
all 0 and then N(G)=l. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let G; be a homogeneous group, w.ith the components of T{G-t) 
not all 0 and <*>, 1 S/S/7. Let G = 2®Gi- If for i ^ j , T(G^T(Gj), 1 then 
¡ = i 
v(G) -s 2 " - I. 
P r o o f . For « = 1 the theorem is true by theorem 1. Let « > 1 and suppose 
the theorem is true for the direct sum of «—1 homogeneous groups. It may be as-
sumed that G„ is such that r (G, . )^r(G„) for l s i s n - 1 . Let g€G„, and let K G . 
n 
For any multiplication on G, T(gh)^T(g)^T(Gn). However gh = 2 gi> gi^G;, 
> = i 
l ^ r s s / j . For 1 = i~n — 1 if £¡5^0, then T(G;) = T(g^T(gh)^T{G„), a contradiction. 
Therefore: 
(1) G„G g G„, 
and similarly 
(2) GGnQGn. • n 
Letg, g'£G„. For any multiplication on G, T(gg')^T(Gn). However, gg' — 2 Si-
¡ = 1 
If gi^O, Yrsii^n, then T(G^) = T(gg')>T(Gn), a contradiction. Therefore 
(3) Gl = 0. 
(1) and (2) imply that G„ is an ideal in every ring on G. Therefore, every multi-
plication on G induces a multiplication on G/G„. By the induction hypothesis 
(G/Gnf"'l=0. Hence: 
(4) G ! " " ' i ( ; n . 
(3) and (4) yield that G2" = (G2""1)2 g G\ = 0, and hence v(G) si 2 " - 1. 
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